The Schwarzschild singularity's resolution has key values in cracking the key mysteries related with black holes, the origin of their horizon entropy and the information missing puzzle involved in their evaporations. We provide in this work the general dynamic inner metric of collapsing stars with horizons and with non-trivial radial mass distributions. We find that static central singularities are not the final state of the system. Instead, the final state of the system is a periodically zero-cross breathing ball. Through 3+1 decomposed general relativity and its quantum formulation, we establish a functional Schrödinger equation controlling the micro-state of this breathing ball and show that, the system configuration with all the matter concentrating on the central point is not the unique eigen-energy-density solution. Using a Bohr-Sommerfield like "orbital" quantisation assumption, we show that for each black hole of horizon radius r h , there are about e r 2 h /ℓ 2 pl allowable eigen-energydensity profile. This naturally leads to physic interpretations for the micro-origin of horizon entropy, as well as solutions to the information missing puzzle involved in Hawking radiations.
micro-states, is the black hole's information missing puzzle. That is, when a black hole evaporates, where does the information it carries go away [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ? In principles, any interpretation for the micro-states of a black hole should also tell us how they changes when it evaporates. In practices, almost all existing resolutions [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] to this puzzle are regardless of the quantum theories' micro-state interpretation. Very recently, Hawking, Perry and Strominger [19] propose to solve this question+puzzle in a unifying framework of infinite number of hidden symmetries. Their proposal is still in completion but seems very hard to be dis/verified observationally. The purpose of this work is to provide a simple but dis/verifiable semi-classic picture, as well as quantisation method for the micro-state of black holes and the corresponding resolutions to the information missing puzzle involved in Hawking radiations. The core of the work is the Schwarzschild singularity's resolution.
Our logic is, if
1 central singularities are not the final fate of collapsing stars, then all question+puzzles related with the micro-state of black holes must be understandable from inner structures of the collapsing star leading to its formation. Obviously, for a Schwarzschild black hole, the most natural microstructure inheritable from its parental star is the radial mass distribution m(0, r) and evolving speedṁ(0, r) at some initial epochs. Non-radial local random motions inside an externally-looking spherical symmetric star are although possible, due to the fact that n ∝ m total ∝ r h , i.e. the particle number linearly depends on the mass thus on the horizon size of the black hole, they contribute to the entropy of the system only of O[r h ], obviously negligible relative to the horizon entropy O[r n−1 h ] in n + 1 dimensional space-times. We will show that in the quantum formulation of 3+1 decomposed general relativities, the micro-states of the collapsing star is defined by eigen-energy-density solutions of a functional Schrödinger equation. For very large this kind of star, through a Bohr-Sommerfield like "orbital" quantisation assumption, we show that the degeneracy of eigen-solutions is about e r 2 h /r 2 pl . Since each of these degenerating stars has its own characteristic de-horizon/expansion speed determined by its radial mass distribution and could be measured as its identifying accordance, no information will be missed during a black hole's evaporation.
The content of this work is organised as follows. The next section will focus on classic metric exploration of collapsing stars with general radial mass distributions. While the next next section provides quantum descriptions for the physic pictures uncovered in section II. We then cost two sections discussing the micro-states' number counting of black holes and the resolution of information missing puzzle involved in Hawking radiations. The last section is our conclusion and prospects for future works.
Inner structure of black holes, classic picture. Historically, Oppenhemer and Snyder (OS) [20, 21] are the earliest physicists to consider the inner structure of Schwarschild black holes. But they assumes that matter contents inside the horizon is uniformly distributed thus excludes the possibility of non-unique micro-states. Yodzis, Seifert and Müller (YSM) [22, 23] considered layering matter contents inside horizons in constructing counter examples to the cosmic census hypothesis. But they noted nothing about this layering structure with the micro-state of black holes. In both OS and YSM's works, inner metrics of the black holes were written in co-moving spatial coordinates, which due to shell-crossing phenomenas will become invalid before central singularities formation thus of no use in quantum resolutions of the singularity. As comparisons, our metrics in this work uses only Schwarzschildlike spatial coordinates [24, 25] . They are thus valid during the whole process of the central singularity's formation.
We find that full geometries of a collapsing star with general radial mass distributions could be written as
(1)
where r 0 is the initial radius of the dust star and m(τ, r), the mass of all contents inside the sphere of radius r at time τ , with τ being the proper time of freely collapsing matter contents. To connect with the Schwarzschild metric on the boundary of the star, it is required that
On there, τ happens to be the proper time of freely falling observers in the Schwarzschild background, whose equations of motion just read hṫ = 1,ṙ 2 = 1 − h. Inside the collapsing star, those observers will co-move with the matter contents are thus controlled by u 0 = 1,
It should be noted that the metric ansatz (1) is valid regardless matter contents consisting the collapsing star has pressures or not. However, zero-pressure condition enters equations (3) and (4). They are thus valid only for zeropressure dust stars.
Equations (3)-(4) being valid simultaneously implies a redundancy, i.e. two equations controlling one variable m(τ, r)'s evolution. We only need m(0, r) instead of {m(0, r),ṁ(0, r)} as a whole to specify initial status of the system. This is a general feature of Einstein equation. Similar things also occur in cosmologies. There the evolution of the homogeneous and isotropic universe is controlled by two Friedmann equationṡ
The first is time-first-order while the second is time-second-order. Obviously we need only know the initial value of a(0) to predict its future evolutions.
Due to redundancies in the equation of motion, evolutions of a collapsing star are completely determined by its initial mass distribution m(0, r). For example, for the following non-singular, no-horizon initial distributions,
m(0, r) = cr q 0 , r 0 < r, the correspondingṁ(0, r) is non-freely settable, it is determined by the constraint (3) (± correspond collapsing/expanding respectively)
In these formulas, m(0, r) is the initial mass distribution, r 0 , cr q 0 and q(>1) are the initial star radius, total mass and pattern parameter of distributions respectively. Obviously, more general initials could be implemented by superpositions of the form m(0, r) = i c i min{r, r i } q i . With initial conditions (7) + (8) as a concrete example, second order forward Runge-Kuta algorithm could be used to integrate equations (4) and (3) simultaneously. We displayed the results in FIG. 1 . From FIG.1 , we firstly note that no matter how the initial distribution is, near the outmost horizon entrance point, the mass function has linear-inversely divergent first order derivative m
This will play key roles in our derivations of the black hole entropy's area law and can be seen from the limit analysis of equations (3) and (4) directly, in are all linear-inversely divergent. This forms a technique firewall prohibiting us from evolving the differential system beyond the horizon formation epoch. However, if we calculate the physical mass/energy density
we will find that the result is everywhere regular at this epoch. So this firewall is not a wall of infinite physical energy density. We guess they may be related the AMPS [8, 9] firewalls techniquely.
The second point we can see from FIG.1 is that, although the collapsing star as a whole will quickly contract into its horizon surface, its inner sub-star will not do so! The more inner sub-star needs more longer time to contract into their own horizon surface. The most inner sub-star almost needs infinite length of time to fall onto the central point. Combining this fact with Penrose and Hawking's singularity theorem [26] [27] [28] which says that any of this collapsing stars will collapse to the central point in finite proper times, we infer that during the outmost mass-shell's collapsing to the central point, it must shell-cross all mass-shells initially more close to the central point, see FIG.2 for pictures. This shell-crossing phenomena was firstly mentioned by YSM in Ref. [22, 23] as the origin of naked singularity thus counter examples to the cosmic consensus hypothesis. For this reason, its physic value is long-termly ignored, or even negatively viewed.
Fig. 2. r r (t) and r g (t) are radial coordinates of two observers co-moving with a collapsing star, r r0 , r g0 are their initial values. Newton mechanics tell us thaẗ
denoting the time observer i falling to the central point. Obviously, if the average density ρ r0 of masses inside the sphere r r0 is larger than that inside r g0 , then the observer r will fall earlier than g to the center of the star, during which shell crossing happens somewhere inside sphere r g0 . Fig. 3 . A complete evolution cycle of a collapsing star is from (a) to (b), then to (c), then to (d), then to (e), then to (f) and finally to (a) again. Depending on the initial conditions, evolutions from (a) to (b) and (e) to (f) could contain shell-crossing events. But the evolution from (c) to (d) contain shell-crossing events no matter how the initial conditions are. Subfigure (g) displays the radius evolution of the collapsing star, the fact that t(< t 0 ) → t 0 , r = r 0 (1 − t/t 0 ) 2 3 and as t(> t 0 ) → t 0 , r = −r 0 (t/t 0 − 1) directly. General relativity would not change this fact qualitatively.
In fact, the most important shell-crossing occurs on the central point. The crossing events there are unavoidable in both general relativity and newton mechanics and has no dependence on the stars' having a high density outer skin or not. They are results of momentum-energy conservation laws. Consider an observer co-moving with the collapsing star, when it arrives near the central point
Its radial speed is divergent. So it cannot stop there immediately and have to shell-cross to the anti-direction
This means that static central singular point is not the final state of a collapsing star. The proper final state should be a periodically zero-cross breathing ball, see FIG.3 for pictures. In real collapsing star consisting of fermion particles, shell-crossing phenomenas are also unavoidable. Although near such crossing point, infinite pressures could appear due to Pauli-exclusion principles and lead to bounces of the crossing-wish shells, the bouncing itself could be thought as a shell-crossing when the identity principle is considered. Obviously, this zero-cross breathing ball provides us a very smart way to resolve the central singularity of Schwarzshild black hole but successfully avoids contradictions with Penrose and Hawking's singularity theorem [29] . That is, central singularities indeed happen in finite times after the collapsing begins. However, it we continuously take photos inside the horizon of the system, what we get will be mostly of regular stars with various radius mass distributions instead a single point carries all the mass of system exclusively. We will show in the following that, this radial mass distribution provides just the physic basis for the micro-state of black holes, thus origins for the horizon entropy.
Inner structure of black holes, quantum description. Obviously, if we can provide a quantum description for above classic pictures, our declaration that radial mass distributions inside the horizon of a collapsing star is just the micro-state of the equal mass black holes will be more believable to peoples. This is directive in the quantum theory of gravitations originally proposed by B. S. DeWitt [30] and developed latter mainly in quantum cosmologies [31] . It is also applied to black holes exploration in references. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . However, none of these works tries to understand the micro-state of black holes by this method, although it is so natural and directive. To implement such descriptions, we firstly consider the 3+1 decomposed dynamics of matter and geometries inside the collapsing star
+ local total derivative terms where ρ, p andẋ µ are the energy density, pressure and four velocity of fluid elements inside the collapsing star respectively. In the final equation of motion, normalisationẋ ·ẋ = −N 2ẋ0 ·ẋ 0 + h −1ẋr ·ẋ r = −1 should be set everywhere. And becauseẋ r = −ṁ m ′ , x 0 = t, N 2 =ṁ 2 m ′2 h −1 + 1 follows from the 4-velocity's normalisation naturally. N 2 here being not independent variable has also counter sayings in cosmologies, where it is usually set as N = 1 for the co-moving observers. So, in this 3+1 decomposed system (13)- (14), only m(t, r) and ρ, p are possible dynamic variables. Turning to the Hamiltonian language
In the case p = 0, hamiltonian constraint following from this action δS H /δN = 0 and the 4-velocity's normalisation will bring us expressions for ρ completely the same as (10)
On the other hand, from the Hamilton-Jaccobi equation following from this action and the conservation law following from the vanishing of local total derivative terms, equations (3) and (4) could also be derived out routinely. This justifies the correctness of equations of motion written in the previous sections from the aspect of action principles. Now, following ideas completely the same as quantum cosmologies [30, 31] , we consider m(r) as a general coordinate and introduce a wave function Ψ[m(r)] to denote the probability amplitude of the system with mass distributions m(r). Ψ[m(r)] satisfies the operator version of constraint (17), withṁ replaced by functions of m and P m , the latter by functional derivatives
This functional differential equation together with the following boundary condition [we use H(x) denoting the usual Heaviside step function, so H(x) = 0 when x < 0; 1 otherwise]
define a functional eigenvalue problem for Ψ[m(r)]. Similar to the usual eigenvalue problems in quantum mechanics, it can be imagined that only some special eigen-energy-densities {ρ i (r), i = 0, 1, 2 · · · } could lead to normalisable wave-functional Ψ i [m(r)]. Besides (18) and (19) , the eigen-energy-density should also satisfy constraints
the approximation symbol here indicates our neglecting of the curved space fact in its written down. With this final constraints, it's natural to conjecture that the index i of eigenvalue/states has upper bound and the wavefunctions {Ψ i [m(r)], i = 0, 1, 2 · · · , i max } have one-to-one correspondence with the micro-state of the black holes in consideration.
To understand the fact that equations (18)- (20) indeed defines the quantum micro-state of black holes, let us try to solve them by the following strategies, i) constraining m(r) to the form r ξ so that 
This array contains infinite components, because its master equation need be satisfied as r varies in the continuous range [0, r h ]. Operationally we can choose to let it be satisfied only on some discrete values of r. For example, in the 1ℓ pl -sized black hole, we can choose such discrete points as r = ℓ pl and specify the r 2 ρ(r) function by its values on three equal-width interval (0, 
For each of these r 2 ρ profiles we solve equations (21) [all solutions are normalised to Ψ(ξ = 1) = 1 and Ψ(ξ = ∞) = 0] on the interval centrals r = . The results are displayed in FIG.4 , from which it can be easily see that, if we insist a good eigen-energy-density need satisfy i) Ψ(0) = ∞, ii) normalisable and iii) being r-independent exactly, then none of the ten mass/energy distributions listed in (23) is a good one. However, if we discretised function r 2 ρ(r) on more finer grids, we can obtain eigen-energy-density profiles more close to these judgements. On the 3-interval discretising level, the 1st, 4th, 8th and 10th profle in (23) could be looked as good ones. The key point here is that, the system configuration with all mass/energy concentrating on the central point -the 1st one -is not the unique good eigen-energy-distribution.
Instead, the good eigen-distribution is 4 ∼ e 1 2 -times degenerate.
Further, if we consider the 2ℓ pl -sized black hole, we will find that if the same precision as 1ℓ pl -sized black hole is wished, then the discretising of function r 2 ρ(r) should be on 6 equal-length interval, the number of all possible profiles adds up to 462, some of them are listed in equation (24) explicitly. Similar to 1ℓ pl -sized black holes, we find that not all these mass/energy profiles are equally good eigen-energy-densities that makes the quantum wave-function i) Ψ(0) = ∞, ii) normalisable and iii) r-independent to the highest degree. We find that, the good eigen-energy-distribution scheme is approximately 55 ∼ e 2 2 -times degenerate. Now, if we want to use this same idea as in 1 and 2ℓ pl -sized black holes to more larger ones, we will need to numerically solve exponentially-many schrödinger equation to find the good eigen-energydensity solutions, which is obviously impossible operationally. However, explorations in the small black hole examples indeed provides us supporting evidence that eigen-energy-densities defined by eqs. (18)- (20) have one-to-one correspondence with the micro-state of black holes. We introduce in the following an approximate method for the number counting of eigen-states of large black holes by the so called correspondence principles [38] .
The micro-states' number counting and horizon entropies. As is well know, in collapsing stars corresponding to very large black holes, the average density of the system is very small ρ av ≈ M/(2GM) 3 . According to Newtonian mechanics, the collapsing speed of these large stars is correspondingly very small due to the fact that the collapsing time square t 2 ∝ 1/Gρ av . According to equation (10) , the local energy density of the system is thus approximately ρ ≈ m ′ 4πr 2 , which is just the density definition is conventional Newton mechanics. This means that for large black holes, the number counting of proper eigen-energy-density profiles ρ(r) could be replaced by the number counting of mass function m(r) directly. On the other hand, our numeric examples in the second section of work also tell us that for the initially non-singular collapsing stars, the horizon always forms earlier than central singularities. So matter distributions an infinitesimal time before or after the horizon forms could be looked as ideal proxies of the system's quantum states. Obviously, the idea here is very similar to the correspondence principle firstly introduced by N. Bohr in early quantum mechanics in establishing relations between the quantum wave function and classic orbits of electrons in atoms [38] . The key question here is, how to make the continuous mass function m(r) become discrete object thus count them one by one.
Our idea is, introduce an "distribution quantisation" assumption so that any two collapsing stars with equal total mass but different radial distributions by 1-m pl mass shells of radius r r h and concentric with the parental star could be identified as distinguishable quantum states of the corresponding black hole. Similar to Bohr-Sommerfield's orbital quantisation condition leading to discretised orbit for electrons in atoms, our distribution quantisation condition will lead to discretised radial mass distributing ways. Referring to FIG. 5, our quantisation condition requires the vertical line of the distribution function space be discretised by m pl , while to distinguish those distributions differ by only 1-m pl mass shells near the horizon edges, the horizontal line must be discretised exponentially, which arises from the logrithmic divergence of mass functions there, see equation (9) . ∝ horizon area in n + 1 dimensional space-time, this implies that, associating with every Schwarzschild black hole of horizon area A, is a micro-canonical ensemble of e A/A pl collapsing stars, all with the same mass and surface area but each with different inner mass distributions. According to definitions, the entropy of such black holes reads
This is nothing but the Bekenstein-Hawking formula [5] up to a numeric factor of order 1. It is worth to emphasise that, our micro-states counting involves only initial distributions m(0, r) instead of m(0, r) andṁ(0, r) simultaneously. This is because, Einstein equation gives two superficially redundant components controlling the evolution m(τ, r). Given initial distributions, component (3) will fix the speedṁ(0, r) while (4) will yield dynamical evolutionsm(0, r) to the next epoch. This is remarkably different from other dynamical systems which are controlled by only one differential equation and is the key reason for area laws.
It should be emphasized that the micro-state we counted here is not local motion modes of particles inside the black hole. Such local degrees of freedom contribute to the micro-state of the system only of order e n(i.e. particle number) ∼ e m h ∼ e r h , which is obviously negligible relative to the radial mass distribution modes e r n−1 h in n + 1 dimensions. The micro-state we counted here is non-local collective motion of matter contents inside the black hole, they are essentially geometrical degrees of freedom because their form uniquely determines inner geometries of the system. In the series of works [39] [40] [41] [42] , Stojkovic et al provides many concrete evidences that, non-locality plays key roles in both the central singularities resolution and the Hawking radiations's unitarity recovering.
Solutions to the information missing puzzle. The above pictures for the micro-state of black holes implies a direct method to resolve the information missing puzzle. To see this more explicitly, we rewrite equation (3) in first order forms, but in this time understand the mass function m(τ, r) as the inner mass distribution of the black holes in special states,
Obviously, each micro-state of the black hole has its own characteristic inner mass distribution, thus characteristic speed of total mass variationṁ(τ, r = r edge ) when they evaporate/accretes. By recording this speed of mass/size variation, we could reproduce all the information related with its inner mass distributions. So there are no information missing puzzles related with the Hawking radiation! This almost classic general relativistic resolution of information missing puzzles is possible because, in both Hawking's original calculation [7] and the latter advanced version of F. Wilcek [43] , the background black holes are assumed to have fixed horizon sizes, thus imposes no effects on the evaporation speed. These calculations could provide dynamic mechanisms by which particles escape from the horizon. But they have no chances to catch kinematics of the background black hole's size variation. It is just this kinematics that carries away the missed information.
The area law and micro-interpretation for the black holes' entropy lie on centers in string theory and loop gravity's achievements. However, none of them, including the recent interpretations of Hawking, Perry and Strominger, is verifiable experimentally. As comparisons, our interpretations in this work is dis/verifiable observationally. Since the information of black holes in our interpretation is identified with radial mass distributions of the corresponding collapsing stars, it could be extracted or released through certain classic process. For example, in astrophysical events such as binary black hole's mergering [44, 45] , signals other than gravitational waves such as gamma ray bursts could be produced when matters going from one hole to the other. Reference [46] [47] [48] h ] in n + 1 dimensional space-times.
We then enhance the above classic picture in quantum formulations of the 3+1 decomposed general relativity further. We find that the micro-state of the zero-cross breathing ball is defined by the eigen-energy-density solution of a functional Schrödinger equation. For 1 and 2ℓ pl sized this kind of ball, we provide numeric evidence that the eigen-solution is about e 1 2 and e 2 2 times degenerate. While for large this kind of ball, by assuming that any two distributions with equal total mass but different radial profiles by any 1m pl -weighted mass-shells correspond to distinguishable quantum states, we show that the degeneracy is approximately of e r 2 h /r 2 pl order. Since each of these degenerating ball has special de-horizon/expansion speed determined by its radial mass distribution and could be measured as its identifying accordance, no information will be missed during a black hole's evaporation. We thus provide not only a microscopic interpretation for the horizon entropy of black holes, but also a concrete resolution to the information missing puzzle involved in their Hawking radiations.
Obviously, it is a progress to translate the question of micro-state definition and number-counting related with the black hole entropy into solution's searching of a functional eigen-value-problem. However, since we find no exact solutions, we still have distances to the final solutions to these questions exactly. So, as the first suggestion for future works, we think that, finding highly-effective numeric algorithm or systematic approximation shcem to solve equations (18)- (20) maybe the most important work to do. Our second suggestion is, since our physic picture implies that black holes are nothing but micro-ensemble of collapsing stars with the same mass but different radial mass distributions, it is very interesting to quantitatively investigate differences between the shape of gravitational waves produced in the mergering of binary black holes with different inner mass distribution. Such investigations are still absent on the market [50] [51] [52] and will be very useful for the future observational dis/verification of our pictures. Thirdly, considering the non-local essence of the micro-state corresponding to the horizon entropy, it is very important to investigate the relation-ship between our definitions through functional Schrodinger equation and that through quantum entanglements [53, 54] . Other prospects such as generalising our discussions to some more general black holes or de Sitter space-time itself may also be possible and interesting.
